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Les Petits Siamois 

"Thai In a Modern Setting"

A refreshing change from traditional French cuisine, Les Petits Siamois

serves modern Thai cuisine with a finesse that is characteristic of the

French. The menu is small, yet packs in splendid flavors, be it the Canard

En Rouille Siamoise, a grilled duck preparation with a red coconut milk

gravy, or the classic Pad Thai, noodles tossed with chicken, shrimp and

veggies. The desserts also come with a fiery edge, such as the Fondant au

Chocolat au Piment, or the melted chocolate with chili. The ambiance is

contemporary, with a relaxed vibe, and is perfect for a quick lunchtime

meal.

 +33 4 7842 1616  restothai.com/nos-restaurants/les-

petits-siamois/

 16 rue du Palais Grillet, Lyon

 by Huahom   

Chee is Thai 

"Authentic Thai Flavors"

This restaurant near the bustling Croix-Rousse neighborhood serves

authentically put-together Thai dishes in friendly digs. Start off with

fragrant soups such as the Tom Kha Kai, before exploring the Thai flavors

further with their splendid curry options. The restaurant is cozy, with

intimate seating, and the service is consistently warm and attentive.

Those who prefer more fiery flavors can make a request for the same, as

most of the dishes have a dialed down spicy quotient to suit French

palates.

 +33 4 7829 6045  cheeisthailyon@gmail.com  23 rue du Bat d'Argent, Lyon
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Riviere Kwai 

"High On Flavors"

With an ambiance fashioned like that of a traditional Thai grocery store,

this restaurant offers excellent Thai cuisine in a warm and casual setting.

While the menu is limited, each dish is well put-together and packs great

flavors. Meat, fish and chicken options are available, and the menu

features an appetizer and soup options as well. There is also a set menu

for those who wish to have a more eclectic Thai experience. Try the Prawn

Citronelle Soup and the famed Massaman Curry. Finish off with a fine

dessert to counter the delightfully fiery Thai flavors.

 +33 4 7200 8711  restothai.com/nos-restaurants/le-

riviere-kwai/

 7 rue Chavanne, Lyon
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Restaurant Thaï Demoiselle 

"Fine Thai Dining"

Presenting a beautiful array of well-spiced Thai dishes in a fine dine

setting, Restaurant Thaï Demoiselle is highly recommended for lovers of

authentic Thai food. The menu features entrees, main courses, wok dishes

and curries, where you can choose from a range of dishes as per your

preferred level of spiciness. Start of with a fragrant Tom Kha Khung Yai,

before moving on to classics such as the Pad Thai Royal and finishing off

with a wonderful dessert that perfectly balances the fiery flavors. The

ambiance is romantic and elegant, perfect for a lunch or dinner date.

 +33 4 7860 7059  www.thaidemoiselle.fr/  contact@thaidemoiselle.fr  12 Quai Victor Augagneur,

Lyon
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Bangkok Royal 

"Fragrant Thai Cuisine"

In the heart of Croix-Rousse, Bangkok Royal serves a splendid array of

finely spiced Thai dishes, right from fiery curries to meat dishes and

desserts. The spacious restaurant encounters packed scenes over the

weekend, when both locals and tourists head over to the restaurant to

take a break from light French cuisine. Healthy options are served at

Bangkok Royal as well, besides regular Thai fare. Recommended options

include the Pad Thai with shrimp and a side of flavorful peanut sauce, the

Lab Ped or the minced and grille duck seasoned with fragrant Thai herbs

and the northeast specialty, Lab Kai.

 +33 4 7828 1983  bangkok-royal-lyon.fr/fr  40 rue du Sergent Blandan, Lyon
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